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AOPA National Assembly Looks to the Future
The 91st National Assembly of the American Orthotic & Prosthetic
Association (AOPA) convened on September 10–13 in Chicago,

Illinois, with a program that put
the future of O&P at the forefront
while honoring the history of several of its major players. According
to AOPA, more than 2,000 registrants, including members of 175
exhibiting companies, filled two
floors of the exhibit hall and then
branched off into sessions, tours,
and historic celebrations.
Patrick Ryan, chairman and
CEO of the committee lobbying for Chicago to host the 2016
Olympics and Paralympics, provided a healthy dose of Chicago spirit with his keynote address,
“Let the Games Begin.” He called Chicago “the most accessible
city in the United States” and encouraged the audience to support
its Olympic/Paralympic bid.
Bradley Ruhl, AOPA’s 2008 president and the vice president
of sales and marketing at Otto Bock HealthCare, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, attributed the assembly’s high attendance to the
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opportunities and challenges presented by the influx of non-O&P
providers into previously exclusive markets, plus reimbursement
challenges and new technology.
He said that the AOPA board of
directors’ main goal for the year
was to “understand what it’s going
to take to really lead the industry,
to lead the profession, into the
future.” The board revealed an
11-point program at its “Glimpse
into the Future” session, which
listed strategic planning initiatives to improve reimbursement,
increase licensure, optimize business practices, and improve education, networking, public relations, and communications within the field. [Editor’s note: To
view the entire 11-point program, visit www.aopanet.org/_assets/
documents/pdf/Press/Strategic_Initiatives_Handout.pdf ]
Other best-attended sessions were the Microprocessor Knee
Symposium, and the ever-popular Top-Ten series, which offered
the “top ten strategies, solutions, ideas, and answers to practitioners’ most commonly asked questions.”
Attendees didn’t just stay in the hall, however. Morning fun
runs, the Thranhardt Golf Classic, and a Chicago Chocolate
tour got people outside. Organizers also partnered with the
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago (RIC) to offer evening tours
of RIC. Jane Wolking, CP, Actra Orthotics and Prosthetics,
Madison, Wisconsin, joined one of the tours and commented,
“I was really re-energized by seeing the research projects there,
with their emphasis on improving prosthetics and real, individualized prosthetic care.”
Research and evidence-based practice were hot topics among
attendees. Jerome Rifkin, founder of Tensegrity Prosthetics, Louisville, Colorado, found the session “Balance Confidence and Fall
Risk in Amputees” to be “incredibly helpful.” He said, “The fact
that I discovered falling as a comorbidity on which to target studies with my device was very meaningful. And as for the business networking with the scientists and practitioners, it’s hard to
emphasize how much it’s worth to find people who can point you
in the direction of the information you’re looking for.”
Other networking opportunities happened at celebrations
hosted by Otto Bock HealthCare and Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois, each celebrating their 50th anniversaries.
Another company celebrating a milestone this year was Becker
Orthopedic, Troy, Michigan, which marked its 75th anniversary.
AOPA is already well into planning for its 2009 National Assembly. AOPA is currently partnering with Orthopädie+Reha-Technik and the International Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics
(ISPO) to bring the best of their international show to the assembly, which will be held September 20–23 at the Washington State
Convention & Trade Center in downtown Seattle, Washington.
—Morgan Stanfield
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